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TS9002

Release date:
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Interlogix is pleased to announce the immediate availability of Titan 3.5.
The release of Titan 3.5 reaffirms our commitment to continue to enhance our platforms,
keeping them current in technology, in competitiveness and in market attractiveness; while
delivering the latest in new and enhanced features.

New features
Titan 3.5 offers the following improvements:


Titan now makes upgrading from a Challenger V8 panel even easier. This version
provides an option during conversion to maintain Challenger V8 input numbering.
This means that the panel input numbering works the same way on the Challenger10
and is limited to 512 inputs. NOTE: Requires Challenger10 firmware V10-06.12250
(see MRN).

Improvements




Command Timeout has been modified to 15 seconds to improve V8 Comms
Adjusted available formats in the Reader Configuration Card form
Remove the BDE warning that appears after installing Titan.
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Documentation
Marketing collateral

Titan Datasheet
Tecom comparison matrix

Manuals

User Manual

Software download

Download the latest version of Titan at
www.interlogix.com.au/downloads

Issues resolved in this release














Resolved issue where ‘Interface Port’ was not updated corrected when jumping
between paths
Resolved issue where uploading users with no name was handled incorrectly
Resolved issue where an upload from Challenger10 into a blank system could create
doors as RAS’s
Resolved issue that would prevent a V8 Challenger type being selected on a new
blank system
Resolved issue where V8 -> Challenger10 migration would not cancel when
requested
Resolved issue where Custom History Report would not filter by selected system
when searching for text
Resolved issue where ‘Update raw card data’ would produce an error when the offset
is not populated
Resolved issue where converting from Pre V10-06 to Challenger10 could cause a
key violation
Resolved issue where all users could be set to Void if an upload failed
Resolved issue where Door Group would not save Timezones in certain conditions
Resolved issue where Event descriptions on maps would sometimes disappear
under certain conditions
Resolved issue where ‘Access Denied Invalid Code’ message would include a user
number
Resolved issue where Holiday Types would not be saved when creating across
multiple panels

Known issues




When multiple panels are connected using multi-drop on a single serial port, there
may be times that only the first Challenger panel communicates. If this should occur,
go to Control > Challenger Version No, then recall the version for all panels. This will
prompt the panels to communicate correctly.
It is not possible to convert a Challenger10 with V8 input numbering to use standard
Challenger10 input numbering, and vice-versa.
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